The present invention provides a method and system for transmitting a large message mode CPM message. A MSRP link is created respectively between a CPM client at a sending end and a participating function entity at a source end, between the participating function entity at the source end and a CPM control function entity, and between the CPM control function entity and an inter-working function entity based on a media negotiation process before the CPM client transmits a large message mode CPM message to a non-CPM system receiver in a target group; then, the CPM client at the sending end sends the contents of the large message mode CPM message to the inter-working function entity through each created MSRP link sequentially; and the inter-working function entity sends the received contents of the large message mode CPM message to the non-CPM system receiver after performing protocol conversion on the received contents. The method and the system solve the problem that a large message mode CPM message cannot be transmitted to a group in the prior art and the user experience is improved.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING LARGE MESSAGE MODE CONVERGED IP MESSAGING

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical field of mobile communications, in particular to a method and system for transmitting large message mode converged IP messaging.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The Open Mobile Architecture (OMA) put forward Converged IP Messaging (CPM) in 2005, in order to realize the inter-working of multiple messaging services, provide a unified messaging service and perfect, consistent and convenient messaging service experience. The CPM converges multiple existing messaging services, comprising Instant Message (IM), Push-To-Talk over Cellular (POC), Mobile E-Mail (MEM), Short Messaging Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), etc.

[0003] At present, the OMA is specifying CPM V1.0. The CPM may be in the following service modes: pager-mode based CPM, session-mode based Large Message Mode CPM, and other session based CPM session services. Before normally using these services, a user needs to log in to a CPM system, i.e., generally called “online.”

[0004] A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) message is adopted to transmit a pager-mode message between a CPM Client and a CPM Enabler which are respectively at sending and receiving ends. The sender cannot use a SIP message for carrying a large message mode CPM message whose size exceeds a limit (for example, over 1300 bytes) when needing to send such a CPM message.

[0005] A CPM user can send a CPM pager message to a CPM Ad-hoc group or a CPM Pre-defined group but cannot use a SIP message for carrying such CPM pager message when the size of this message exceeds a certain limit.

[0006] In the existing specifications, the solution of sending a large message mode CPM message to a non-CPM system user (i.e. non-CPM user) in an ad-hoc group or a pre-defined group has not been provided yet.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The technical problem to be solved by the invention is to provide a method and system for transmitting a large message mode CPM message, in order to solve the problem that a CPM client cannot send a large message mode CPM message to a receiver in a non-CPM system, such as a SMS system, a MMS system, an Email system and the like in a group.

[0008] In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the technical solution of the invention is implemented as follows.

[0009] A method for transmitting a large message mode CPM message, comprising: creating a MSRP link respectively between a CPM client at a sending end and a participating function entity at a source end, between the participating function entity at the source end and a CPM control function entity, and between the CPM control function entity and an inter-working function entity before the CPM client sends a large message mode CPM message to a non-CPM system receiver in a target group, wherein a creator of each MSRP link acquires MSRP information of an opposite end through a media negotiation process and implements the creation of the MSRP link according to the MSRP information; then, the CPM client at the sending end sends contents of the large message mode CPM message to the inter-working function entity through each created MSRP link sequentially; sending the received contents of the large message mode CPM message by the inter-working function entity to the non-CPM system receiver after the inter-working function entity performs protocol conversion on the received contents.

[0010] The media negotiation process may be that: the CPM client at the sending end sends a first session invite message, and the participating function entity at the source end receives the first session invite message; the participating function entity at the source end generates and sends a second session invite message, and the CPM control function entity receives the second session invite message; for the non-CPM system receiver in the group, the CPM control function entity generates and sends a third session invite message, and a network selection function entity receives the third session invite message; the network selection function entity selects an inter-working function entity according to the third session invite message and sends a fourth session invite message, and the inter-working function entity receives the fourth session invite message;

[0011] the inter-working function entity generates and sends a fourth success response message, and the network selection function entity receives the fourth success response message; the network selection function entity sends a third success response message, and the CPM control function entity receives the third success response message; the CPM control function entity generates and sends a second success response message, and the participating function entity at the source end receives the second success response message; the participating function entity at the source end sends a second success response message, and the CPM client at the sending end receives the first success response message.

[0012] The method may further comprise:

[0013] generating and sending a first acknowledgement message by the CPM client at the sending end after the CPM client at the sending end receives the first success response message, receiving the first acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end; sending a second acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end after the participating function entity at the source end receives the first acknowledgement message, receiving the second acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity; sending a third acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity, receiving the third acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity; sending a fourth acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity after the network selection function entity receives the third acknowledgement message; receiving the fourth acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end; or

[0014] sending a third acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity after the CPM control function entity receives a third success response message, receiving the third acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity; sending a second acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end after the participating function entity at the source end receives a second success response message, receiving the second acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity; generating and sending a first acknowledgement message by the CPM client at the sending end after the CPM client
client at the sending end receives a first success response message, receiving the first acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end.

0015 The MSRP link between the participating function entity at the source end and the CPM client at the sending end may be a first MSRP link;

0016 the first session invite message contains MSRP information of the CPM client at the sending end, then the process of creating the first MSRP link may be that: the participating function entity at the source end creates the first MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the CPM client at the sending end; or

0017 the first success response message contains MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end, then the process of creating the first MSRP link is: the CPM client at the sending end creates the first MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end;

0018 The MSRP link between the CPM control function entity and the participating function entity at the source end may be a second MSRP link;

0019 the second session invite message contains MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end, then the process of creating the second MSRP link may be that: the CPM control function entity creates the second MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end; or

0020 the second success response message contains MSRP information of the CPM control function entity, then the process of creating the second MSRP link is: the participating function entity at the source end creates the second MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the CPM control function entity.

0021 The MSRP link between the inter-working function entity and the CPM control function entity may be a third MSRP link;

0022 the third and fourth session invite messages contain MSRP information of the CPM control function entity, then the process of creating the third MSRP link may be that: the inter-working function entity creates the third MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the CPM control function entity; or

0023 the third and fourth success response messages contain MSRP information of the inter-working function entity, then the process of creating the third MSRP link is: the CPM control function entity creates the third MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the inter-working function entity.

0024 If the creator of the first MSRP link is the CPM client at the sending end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the CPM client at the sending end is: after receiving the first success response message;

0025 and if the creator of the first MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the first acknowledgement message.

0026 If the creator of the second MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the second MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the second success response message, or the first acknowledgement message or a MSRP media transmission request;

0027 and if the creator of the second MSRP link is the CPM control function entity, the time to create the second MSRP link by the CPM control function entity is: after receiving the second acknowledgement message.

0028 If the creator of the third MSRP link is the CPM control function entity, the time to create the third MSRP link by the CPM control function entity is: after receiving the third success response message, or the second acknowledgement message or a MSRP media transmission request;

0029 and if the creator of the third MSRP link is the inter-working function entity, the time to create the third MSRP link by the inter-working function entity is: after receiving the fourth acknowledgement message.

0030 Between the processes of creating the first and second MSRP links, further comprising:

0031 sending a first media transmission request by the CPM client at the sending end, receiving the first media transmission request by the participating function entity at the source end;

0032 the MSRP information of the CPM control function entity is acquired from the second success response message or path header information contained in the first media transmission request;

0033 between the processes of creating the second and third MSRP links, further comprising:

0034 sending a second media transmission request by the participating function entity at the source end, receiving the second media transmission request by the CPM control function entity;

0035 the MSRP information of the inter-working function entity is acquired from the third success response message or path header information contained in the second media transmission request.

0036 The method may further comprise:

0037 returning a receiving acknowledgement message by the non-CPM system receiver to the inter-working function entity after the non-CPM system receiver receives the contents of the large message mode CPM message which were subjected to protocol conversion; and sending a MSRP response message by the inter-working function entity to the CPM control function entity after the inter-working function entity receives the receiving acknowledgement message.

0038 The process of creating a MSRP links may comprise:

0039 a creator implements the creation by initiating a link creation request according to MSRP information of an opposite end;

0040 or, a creator selects an existing MSRP link with a matched host, port and/or MSRP URL as a MSRP link to be created.

0041 Any two of the function entities comprising CPM client at the sending end, the participating function entity at the source end, the CPM control function entity and the inter-working function entity may communicate with each other in any one of the following three manners:

0042 manner 1: all the function entities of said function entities communicate with each other through a SIP/SP core network;

0043 manner 2: partial function entities of said function entities communicate with each other through a SIP/SP core network, and other function entities except the partial ones communicate with one another based on direct communication link between each other or through other relay equipment except a SIP/SP core network; and

0044 manner 3: all the function entities of said function entities communicate with one another based on direct com-
munication link between each other or through other relay equipment except a SIP/ IP core network.

[0045] A system for transmitting a large message mode CPM message comprises a CPM client at a sending end, a participating function entity at a source end, a CPM control function entity and an inter-working function entity, wherein each of the function entities above is arranged for acquiring MSRP information of an opposite end used for creating a MSRP link through a media negotiation process and creating a MSRP link respectively between the CPM client at the sending end and the participating function entity at the source end, between the participating function entity at the source end and the CPM control function entity, and between the CPM control function entity and the inter-working function entity according to the MSRP information;

[0047] the CPM client at the sending end is further arranged for sending contents of a large message mode CPM message to the inter-working function entity through each of the created MSRP links sequentially;

[0048] and the inter-working function entity is further arranged for sending the received contents of the large message mode CPM message which were subjected to protocol conversion to a non-CPM system receiver.

[0049] Among any two of function entities comprising the CPM client at the sending end, the participating function entity at the source end, the CPM control function entity and the inter-working function entity, there is a connection manner in any one of the following three manners:

[0050] manner 1: all the function entities of said function entities are connected with each other through a SIP/ IP core network;

[0051] manner 2: partial function entities of said function entities are connected with each other through a SIP/ IP core network, and other function entities except the partial ones are connected with one another directly or through other relay equipment except a SIP/ IP core network; and

[0052] manner 3: all the function entities of said function entities are connected with one another directly or through other relay equipment except a SIP/ IP core network.

[0053] To sum up, in the method and system of the invention, a media transmission link between a CPM client at a sending end and an Inter-working Function entity (IWF) is created through a session invite message in a large message mode CPM message, and contents of the large message mode CPM message transmission link, then to a non-CPM system side through the IWF and finally to a client at a receiving end through the non-CPM system, so that the problem that a large message mode CPM message cannot be sent to non-CPM system users in a group in the prior art is solved and the user experience is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0054] FIG. 1 shows a flow chart of a method for transmitting a large message mode CPM message according to an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0055] Because occupying a large space, a large message mode CPM message cannot be directly carried by a SIP message, moreover, it is transmitted through a signalling path and a media path, i.e., signalling is transmitted along the signalling path and media is transmitted along the media path,

which is different from the transmission manner of a paper-mode CPM message. Therefore, in an embodiment of the invention, when a large message mode CPM message is sent to a target group, for a non-CPM system receiver in a target group, a session invitation message (INVITE) in a large message mode CPM message is arranged for performing media negotiation firstly, and then a media transmission link is created between a CPM client at a sending end and an IWF; through the created media transmission link, the CPM client at the sending end sends contents of the large message mode CPM message to the IWF by using a Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) and the IWF forwards the contents to a client at a receiving end.

[0056] The so-called large message mode CPM message in the embodiment of the invention is specified by the OMA and exceeds a preset limit (for example, 1,300 bytes) in size in CPM specification, thereby failing to be directly carried by a SIP message.

[0057] The preferred embodiment of the invention will be described below with reference to the drawings; it should be understood that the preferred embodiment described here are only used for describing and explaining the invention rather than limiting the invention.

[0058] According to the embodiment of the invention, a method for transmitting a large message mode CPM message is provided at first and used for transmitting a large message mode CPM message to a non-CPM system receiver in a target group, specifically, a MSRP link is created respectively between a CPM client at a sending end and a participating function entity at a source end, between the participating function entity at the source end and a CPM control function entity, and between the CPM control function entity and an inter-working function entity before the CPM client sends the large message mode CPM message to the non-CPM system receiver in the target group, wherein a creator of each MSRP link acquires MSRP information (such as connection parameters) of an opposite end through a media negotiation process and creates a MSRP link according to the MSRP information; then, the CPM client at the sending end sends contents of the large message mode CPM message to the inter-working function entity through each created MSRP link sequentially; and the inter-working function entity sends the received contents of the large message mode CPM message to the non-CPM system receiver after performing protocol conversion on the received contents.

[0059] In the following embodiment, a CPM client at a sending end is CPM Client A; a participating function entity at a source end to which a sender belongs is Participating Function A; a CPM control function entity in a target group is CPM Control Function X; a network selection function entity is Inter-working Selection Function A (ISF for short); an inter-working function entity is Inter-working Function A (IWF for short); and a selected non-CPM system is non-CPM system B (selected by ISF, such as a selected SMS system or MMS system).

[0060] The invention is specifically described below through one embodiment.

[0061] FIG. 1 shows a flow chart of a method for transmitting a large message mode CPM message according to an embodiment of the invention, comprising the following steps:

[0062] Step 101: CPM Client A sends a first SIP INVITE message (session invitation message) of a large message mode CPM message to a group having one or more non-CPM system users; the session invitation message carries a SDP
message used for session negotiation; and the SDP message carries information about the size and content type of multimedia data to be transmitted. The first SIP INVITE message is routed to Participating Function A through a SIP/IP core network.

[0063] The SDP message in the first SIP INVITE message may carry MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Client A.

[0064] The target group when the CPM Client A sends a large message mode CPM message may be an Ad-hoc group or a Pre-defined group; when the target group is an Ad-hoc group, the first SIP INVITE message sent by the CPM Client A at the sending end carries list information of each receiver in the target group; when the target group is a Pre-defined group, the value of the header field Request-URI (Universal Resource Identifier) in the first SIP INVITE message sent by the CPM Client A at the sending end is the address of the Pre-defined group.

[0065] Step 102: The Participating Function A receives the first SIP INVITE message, processes the received message as a Back-to-Back User Agent (B2BUA) to generate and send a second SIP INVITE message, wherein the second SIP INVITE message carries a SDP message used for session negotiation and the SDP message reserves information about the size and content type of the first SIP INVITE message. The second SIP INVITE message is routed to the CPM Control Function X through a SIP/IP core network.

[0066] The SDP message in the second SIP INVITE message may carry MSRP connection parameters of the Participating Function A;

[0067] when the first SIP INVITE message carries list information of each receiver in the Ad-hoc group, the second SIP INVITE message reserves the list information of the receivers; when the value of the header field Request-URI of the first SIP INVITE message is the address of the Pre-defined group, the value of the header field Request-URI of the second SIP INVITE message reserves the address of the Pre-defined group.

[0068] Step 103: The CPM Control Function X receives the second SIP INVITE message, processes the received message as a B2BUA when determining that there is a non-CPM system receiver in receivers, so as to generate and send a third SIP INVITE message, wherein the third SIP INVITE message carries a SDP message used for session negotiation. The third SIP INVITE message is routed to the Inter-working Selection Function A through a SIP/IP core network.

[0069] The SDP message in the third SIP INVITE message may carry MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Control Function X.

[0070] The process of judging whether there is a non-CPM system receiver in receivers specifically comprises: if the target group is an Ad-hoc group, the CPM Control Function X judges one by one whether there is a non-CPM system receiver according to the address information of each receiver in the list information by analyzing the list information of each receiver in the target group carried by the received second SIP INVITE message, if the target group is a Pre-defined group, the CPM Control Function X acquires the address information of each receiver in the Pre-defined group according to the address of the Pre-defined group carried in the received second SIP INVITE message and judges one by one whether there is a non-CPM system receiver according to the address information of the receivers.

[0071] Step 104: The Inter-working Selection Function A receives the third SIP INVITE message, selects an inter-working function entity according to the parameter information in the message, such as content type, size and the like, and assumes that the selected inter-working function entity is Inter-working Function A, and then sends a fourth SIP INVITE message, wherein the fourth SIP INVITE message reserves the SDP message in the third SIP INVITE message and is routed to the Inter-working Function A through a SIP/IP core network.

[0072] The network selection function entity can forward the received SIP message as a SIP gateway, and the fourth and third SIP INVITE messages here are essentially the same messages.

[0073] Step 105: The Inter-working Function A receives the fourth SIP INVITE message and generates and sends a fourth 200 OK message (a success response message), wherein the response message is routed to the Inter-working Selection Function A through a SIP/IP core network and carries an SDP response message for session negotiation.

[0074] The SDP message in the fourth 200 OK message may carry MSRP connection parameters of the Inter-working Function A.

[0075] An inter-working function entity can be regarded as a SIP User Agent Server (UAS).

[0076] Step 106: The Inter-working Selection Function A receives the fourth 200 OK message and sends a third 200 OK message, wherein the third 200 OK message is routed to the CPM Control Function X through a SIP/IP core network and reserves the SDP message in the fourth 200 OK message.

[0077] The network selection function entity can forward the received SIP message as a SIP gateway, and the fourth and third 200 OK messages here are essentially the same messages.

[0078] Step 107: The CPM Control Function X receives the third 200 OK message, processes the received message as a B2BUA to generate and send a second 200 OK message. The second 200 OK message is routed to the Participating Function A through a SIP/IP core network and carries a SDP message used for session negotiation.

[0079] The SDP message in the second 200 OK message may carry the MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Control Function X.

[0080] In this step, the CPM control function entity may generate and send the second 200 OK message when receiving a first 200 OK message from a target end, wherein the first 200 OK message from a target end may be sent from the Inter-working Selection Function A or other participating function entities at the target end, i.e., from internal receivers in the CPM system in a group.

[0081] In this step, the CPM Control Function X may create a third MSRP link between itself and the Inter-working Function A according to the MSRP connection parameters of the Inter-working Function A.

[0082] Step 108: The Participating Function A receives the second 200 OK message, processes the received message as a B2BUA to generate and send a first 200 OK message. The first 200 OK message is routed to the CPM Client A through a SIP/IP core network and carries a SDP message used for session negotiation.

[0083] The SDP message in the first 200 OK message may carry the MSRP connection parameters of the Participating Function A.
In this step, the Participating Function A may create a second MSRP link between itself and the CPM Control Function X according to the MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Control Function X.

Step 109: The CPM Client A sends a first SIP ACK message after receiving the first 200 OK message, wherein the first SIP ACK message is routed to the Participating Function A through a SIP/UDP core network.

In this step, the CPM Client A may create a first MSRP link between itself and the Participating Function A according to the MSRP connection parameters of the Participating Function A.

Step 110: The Participating Function A sends a second SIP ACK message after receiving the first SIP ACK message, wherein the second SIP ACK message is routed to the CPM Control Function X through a SIP/UDP core network.

Step 111: The CPM Control Function X sends a third SIP ACK message after receiving the second SIP ACK message, wherein the third SIP ACK message is routed to the Inter-working Selection Function A through a SIP/UDP core network.

In this step, considering that there are multiple receivers in a CPM system and a non-CPM system, the CPM Control Function X will not send the third SIP ACK message routed through a SIP/UDP core network to the Inter-working Selection Function A unless receiving the third 200 OK message from the Inter-working Selection Function A before receiving the second SIP ACK message; if failing to receive the third 200 OK message from the Inter-working Selection Function A before receiving the second SIP ACK message, the CPM Control Function X will not send the third SIP ACK message to the Inter-working Selection Function A through a SIP/UDP core network until receiving the third 200 OK message sent by the Inter-working Selection Function A.

Step 112: The Inter-working Selection Function A sends a fourth SIP ACK message after receiving the third SIP ACK message, wherein the fourth SIP ACK message is routed to the Inter-working Function A through a SIP/UDP core network.

The network selection function entity can forward the received SIP message as a SIP gateway, and the fourth and third SIP ACK messages are essentially the same messages.

Step 113: The CPM Client A sends a first MSRP SEND (a media transmission request) through the first MSRP link, wherein the first MSRP SEND is a MSRP SEND between the CPM Client A and the Participating Function A and carries MSRP connection parameters of each transmission entity.

This step may be executed after the creation of the first MSRP link is finished.

Step 114: The Participating Function A performs relay transmission on media data in the received first MSRP SEND through the second MSRP link, i.e., sending a second MSRP SEND which is a MSRP SEND between the Participating Function A and the CPM Control Function X and carries MSRP connection parameters of each transmission entity.

Step 115: The CPM Control Function X performs relay transmission on media data in the received second MSRP SEND through the third MSRP link, i.e., sending a third MSRP SEND which is a MSRP SEND between the CPM Control Function X and the Inter-working Function A.

In this step, the control function entity serves as a MSRP Switch, to perform relay transmission on the media data received from the second MSRP link to each member in a group based on each created MSRP link which is connected with the control function entity. The invention is intended to explain that perform relay transmission on the media data based on the third media MSRP link to a non-CPM system member in a group.

Step 116: After receiving all the contents of the large message mode CPM message sent from the CPM Control Function X, the Inter-working Function A performs protocol conversion on the received contents to make them comply with the protocol format of non-CPM system B and then sends them to non-CPM system B.

Step 117: The non-CPM system B receives the contents subjected to the protocol conversion from the Inter-working Function A and returns a receiving acknowledgement message to the Inter-working Function A.

Step 118: The Inter-working Function A receives the acknowledgement message from the non-CPM system B, performs protocol conversion on the acknowledgement message and then generates and sends a MSRP response message which is transmitted to the CPM Control Function X through the third MSRP link.

Step 119: The CPM Control Function X receives the acknowledgement message and sends it to the Participating Function A through the second MSRP link.

Step 120: The Participating Function A sends the receiving acknowledgement message to the CPM Client A through the first MSRP link.

After the transmission of all the contents of the large message mode CPM message is finished, the CPM Client A sends an SIP BYE (a session ending message) indicative of the session ending of the large message mode CPM message after receiving the receiving acknowledgement message, the SIP BYE being routed to the Participating Function A through a SIP/UDP core network; the Participating Function A sends the session ending message after receiving it, the session ending message being routed to the CPM Control Function X through a SIP/UDP core network; the CPM Control Function X sends the session ending message to each receiver in the group after receiving the session ending message; for a non-CPM system receiver, the session ending message is sent to the Inter-working Function A through the Inter-working Selection Function A; or, the Inter-working Function A sends the session ending message after receiving a MSRP response message, the CPM Control Function X and the Participating Function A sends the session ending message after receiving it respectively, and the session ending message is routed to the CPM Client A through a SIP/UDP core network.

In the embodiment, the Participating Function A sends the second SIP ACK message after receiving the first SIP ACK message. It should be additionally explained that the Participating Function A may send the second SIP ACK message after receiving the second 200 OK message without need of receiving the first SIP ACK message; similarly, the CPM Control Function X may send the third SIP ACK message after receiving the third 200 OK message without need of receiving the second SIP ACK message.

In the embodiment, the SIP ACK messages sent by each network function entity (such as the Participating Function A and the CPM Control Function X) may be those created by the network function entity or those directly forwarded after being received by the network function entity, which is not limited by the invention.
In the embodiment, the Participating Function A may create the second MSRP link after receiving the first SIP ACK message; and the CPM Control Function X may create the third MSRP link after receiving the second SIP ACK message.

In the embodiment, the first MSRP link may also be created by the Participating Function A, here, it is required that the first SIP INVITE message carries the MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Client A, and the Participating Function A may also create the first MSRP link according to the MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Client A after receiving the first SIP ACK message.

The second MSRP link may also be created by the CPM Control Function X, here, it is required that the second SIP INVITE message carries the MSRP connection parameters of the Participating Function A, and the CPM Control Function X may also create the second MSRP link according to the MSRP connection parameters of the Participating Function A after receiving the second SIP ACK message.

The third MSRP link may also be created by the Inter-working Function A, here, it is required that the third and fourth SIP INVITE messages carry the MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Control Function X, and the Inter-working Function A may create the third MSRP link according to the MSRP connection parameters of the CPM Control Function X after receiving the fourth SIP ACK message.

The embodiment, the Participating Function A may create the second MSRP link after receiving the first MSRP SEND if it is the creator of the second MSRP link; and the CPM Control Function X may create the third MSRP link after receiving the second MSRP SEND if it is the creator of the third MSRP link.

To create the first, second and third MSRP links, a creator may actively initiate a link creation request according to MSRP connection parameters of an opposite end or select an existing MSRP link with a matched host, port and/or MSRP URI as the MSRP link.

In the embodiment, the inter-working entity A may return a MSRP response message to the aspect of a source end (i.e., the CPM control function entity) immediately along a media transmission path after the transmission of the MSRP media data is ended, or return the MSRP response message to the aspect of the source end (i.e., the CPM control function entity) after receiving an acknowledgement message from a non-CPM system as described in the embodiment.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned MSRP information refers to communications information related to MSRP, such as MSRP connection parameters which may comprise an IP address, a port number and/or an URI and the like.

In addition, in FIG. 1, except the non-CPM system B, the client and any two of the function entities may be connected in any one of the following three manners when actually applied:

manner 1: all the function entities of said function entities are connected with each other through a SIP/IP core network;

manner 2: partial function entities of said function entities are connected with each other through a SIP/IP core network, and other function entities except the partial ones are connected with one another directly or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network; and

manner 3: all the function entities of said function entities are connected with one another directly or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network.

It can be seen that, if the above-mentioned different connection manners are adopted, in FIG. 1, except the non-CPM system B, the client and any two of the function entities communicate with one another in any one of the following three manners:

manner 1: all the function entities of said function entities communicate with one another through a SIP/IP core network;

manner 2: partial function entities of said function entities communicate with one another through a SIP/IP core network, and other function entities except the partial ones communicate with one another based on direct communication link between each other or through other relay equipment; and

manner 3: all the function entities of said function entities communicate with one another based on direct communication link between each other or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network.

As described above, through the technical solution of the embodiment of the invention, for a non-CPM system receiver in a group, a transmission link between a sender and IWF is created through a session invite message of a large message mode CPM message, the contents of the large message mode CPM message are sent to the IWF which will forward the contents of the large message mode CPM message to a non-CPM client at a receiving end, so that the problem that a large message mode CPM message cannot be sent to a group in the prior art is solved and the user experience is improved.

1. A method for transmitting a large message mode CPM (Converged IP Messaging) message, comprising: creating a MSRP (Message Session Relay Protocol) link respectively between a CPM client at a sending end and a participating function entity at a source end, between the participating function entity at the source end and a CPM control function entity, and between the CPM control function entity and an inter-working function entity before the CPM client sends a large message mode CPM message to a non-CPM system receiver in a target group, wherein a creator of each MSRP link acquires MSRP information of an opposite end through a media negotiation process and implements the creation of the MSRP link according to the MSRP information; then, sending contents of the large message mode CPM message by the CPM client at the sending end to the inter-working function entity through each created MSRP link sequentially; and sending the received contents of the large message mode CPM message by the inter-working function entity to the non-CPM system receiver after the inter-working function entity performs protocol conversion on the received contents.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the media negotiation process is: the CPM client at the sending end sends a first session invite message, and the participating function entity at the source end receives the first session invite message; the participating function entity at the source end generates and sends a second session invite message, and the CPM control function entity receives the second session invite message; for the non-CPM system receiver in the group, the CPM control function entity generates and sends a third session invite message, and a network selection function entity receives the third session invite message; the network
selection function entity selects an inter-working function entity according to the third session invite message and sends a fourth session invite message; and the inter-working function entity receives the fourth session invite message;

the inter-working function entity generates and sends a fourth success response message, and the network selection function entity receives the fourth success response message; the network selection function entity sends a third success response message, and the CPM control function entity receives the third success response message; the CPM control function entity generates and sends a second success response message, and the participating function entity at the source end receives the second success response message; the participating function entity at the source end generates and sends a first success response message, and the CPM client at the sending end receives the first success response message.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
generating and sending a first acknowledgement message by the CPM client at the sending end after the CPM client at the sending end receives the first success response message, receiving the first acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity, receiving a second acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity at the source end, and sending a second success response message, and the CPM control function entity receives the second success response message;

sending a second acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end after the participating function entity at the source end receives the first acknowledgement message, receiving the second acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity;

sending a third acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity, receiving the third acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity, receiving a fourth acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity after the network selection function entity receives the third acknowledgement message, receiving the fourth acknowledgement message by the inter-working function entity; or,
sending a third acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity after the CPM control function entity receives a third success response message, receiving the third acknowledgement message by the network selection function entity, sending a second acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end after the participating function entity at the source end receives a second success response message, receiving the second acknowledgement message by the CPM control function entity; generating and sending a first acknowledgement message by the CPM client at the sending end after the CPM client at the sending end receives a first success response message, receiving the first acknowledgement message by the participating function entity at the source end; or,

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the MSRP link between the participating function entity at the source end and the CPM client at the sending end is a first MSRP link;

the first session invite message contains MSRP information of the CPM client at the sending end, then the process of creating the first MSRP link is: the CPM client at the sending end creates the first MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the CPM client at the sending end;
or, the first success response message contains MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end, then the process of creating the first MSRP link is: the CPM client at the sending end creates the first MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the MSRP link between the CPM control function entity and the participating function entity at the source end is a second MSRP link:

the second session invite message contains MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end, then the process of creating the second MSRP link is: the CPM control function entity creates the second MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the participating function entity at the source end;
or, the second success response message contains MSRP information of the CPM control function entity, then the process of creating the second MSRP link is: the participating function entity at the source end creates the second MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the CPM control function entity.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the MSRP link between the inter-working function entity and the CPM control function entity is a third MSRP link:

the third and fourth session invite messages contain MSRP information of the CPM control function entity, then the process of creating the third MSRP link is: the inter-working function entity creates the third MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the CPM control function entity;
or, the third and fourth success response messages contain MSRP information of the inter-working function entity, then the process of creating the third MSRP link is: the CPM control function entity creates the third MSRP link according to the MSRP information of the inter-working function entity.

7. The method according to claim 4, wherein

if the creator of the first MSRP link is the CPM client at the sending end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the CPM client at the sending end is: after receiving the first success response message;

and if the creator of the first MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the first acknowledgement message.

8. The method according to claim 5, wherein if the creator of the second MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the second MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the second success response message, or the first acknowledgement message or a MSRP media transmission request;

and if the creator of the second MSRP link is the CPM control function entity, the time to create the second MSRP link by the CPM control function entity is: after receiving the second acknowledgement message.

9. The method according to claim 6, wherein

if the creator of the third MSRP link is the CPM control function entity, the time to create the third MSRP link by the CPM control function entity is: after receiving the
third success response message, or the second acknowledgment message or a MSRP media transmission request;
and if the creator of the third MSRP link is the inter-working function entity, the time to create the third MSRP link by the inter-working function entity is: after receiving the fourth acknowledgement message.

10. The method according to claim 6, wherein between the processes of creating the first and second MSRP links, further comprising:
sending a first media transmission request by the CPM client at the sending end, receiving the first media transmission request by the participating function entity at the source end;
the MSRP information of the CPM control function entity is acquired from the second success response message or path header information contained in the first media transmission request;
between the processes of creating the second and third MSRP links, further comprising:
sending a second media transmission request by the participating function entity at the source end, receiving the second media transmission request by the CPM control function entity;
the MSRP information of the inter-working function entity is acquired from the third success response message or path header information contained in the second media transmission request.

11. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
returning a receiving acknowledgement message by the non-CPM system receiver to the inter-working function entity after the non-CPM system receiver receives the contents of the large message mode CPM message which were subjected to protocol conversion; and sending a MSRP response message by the inter-working function entity to the CPM control function entity after the inter-working function entity receives the receiving acknowledgement message.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein the process of creating a MSRP link comprises:
a creator implements the creation by initiating a link creation request according to MSRP information of an opposite end;
or, a creator selects an existing MSRP link with a matched host, port and/or MSRP URI as a MSRP link to be created.

13. The method according to claim 1, wherein any two of the function entities comprising CPM client at the sending end, the participating function entity at the source end, the CPM control function entity and the inter-working function entity communicate with each other in any one of the following three manners:
manner 1: all the function entities of said function entities communicate with each other through a SIP/IP core network;
manner 2: partial function entities of said function entities communicate with each other through a SIP/IP core network, and other function entities except the partial ones communicate with one another based on direct communication link between each other or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network; and
manner 3: all the function entities of said function entities communicate with one another based on direct communication link between each other or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network.

14. A system for transmitting a large message mode CPM (Converged IP Messaging) message, comprising a CPM client at a sending end, a participating function entity at a source end, a CPM control function entity and an inter-working function entity, wherein each of the function entities above is arranged for acquiring MSRP (Message Session Relay Protocol) information of an opposite end used for creating a MSRP link through a media negotiation process and creating a MSRP link respectively between the CPM client at the sending end and the participating function entity at the source end, between the participating function entity at the source end and the CPM control function entity, and between the CPM control function entity and the inter-working function entity according to the MSRP information;
the CPM client at the sending end is further arranged for sending contents of a large message mode CPM message to the inter-working function entity through each of the created MSRP links sequentially; and the inter-working function entity is further arranged for sending the received contents of the large message mode CPM message which were subjected to protocol conversion to a non-CPM system receiver.

15. The system according to claim 14, wherein among any two of function entities comprising the CPM client at the sending end, the participating function entity at the source end, the CPM control function entity and the inter-working function entity, there is a connection manner in any one of the following three manners:
manner 1: all the function entities of said function entities are connected with each other through a SIP/IP core network;
manner 2: partial function entities of said function entities are connected with each other through a SIP/IP core network, and other function entities except the partial ones are connected with one another directly or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network; and
manner 3: all the functional entities of said function entities are connected with one another directly or through other relay equipment except a SIP/IP core network.

16. The method according to claim 5, wherein if the creator of the first MSRP link is the CPM client at the sending end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the CPM client at the sending end is: after receiving the first success response message; and if the creator of the first MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the first acknowledgement message.

17. The method according to claim 6, wherein if the creator of the first MSRP link is the CPM client at the sending end, the time to create the first MSRP link by the CPM client at the sending end is: after receiving the first success response message; and if the creator of the first MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the
first MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the first acknowledgement message.

18. The method according to claim 6, wherein if the creator of the second MSRP link is the participating function entity at the source end, the time to create the second MSRP link by the participating function entity at the source end is: after receiving the second success response message, or the first acknowledgement message or a MSRP media transmission request; and if the creator of the second MSRP link is the CPM control function entity, the time to create the second MSRP link by the CPM control function entity is: after receiving the second acknowledgement message.

* * * * *